
At Corporate Geo-Informatics we believe in getting the basics right … and building
on this foundation.  This has been our recipe for success over the years and clients
and others in the GIS world have come to appreciate our customer focus, quality
data, innovative solutions and professional staff.

During our award ceremony in August 2011, CGIS staff received certificates for
projects that supported these values.  With the implementation of our skills
transfer and staff rotation plan as well as training programme, we created
opportunities and empowered staff to deliver an even better service to our
customers.

We also went beyond the City's boundaries to share our lessons learnt with
others.  A partnership has been created with the City of Lilongwe and a plan for
GIS implementation at the Assembly was designed with them.  We also received
visitors from Africa (Kenya and Ghana) and shared valuable information in support
of GIS.

To learn more and support innovative solutions, CGIS sent three staff members
to the GIS User Conference in San Diego. They came back with exciting ideas for
possible implementation in the City.

Big projects for the coming financial year include the redesign of our website,
the renewal of our aerial imagery (phase 1) and the LIS Upgrade project which
will include the enterprise architecture.

In the meantime we continue to ensure the quality of spatial data in the City by
the maintenance of core datasets and new layers as well as the support of the
MOEs in supplying and maintaining service data of the City.

17 November 2011 is International GIS day and we will once again market GIS
and create awareness of the products and services of Corporate Geo-Informatics.
 This year the focus is on Ward Councillors and how they can use GIS in support
of their communities.

We are tackling our new projects with enthusiasm and hope that you will enjoy
the results just as much.  Thank you for your ongoing support!

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics

Communique to all
December 2011
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We value your comments
and suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and

suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za



Spatial Information section:
A total of 2 851 sectional scheme units were captured, which

consist of 2 572 registered units and  279 SG approved units;

19 new SG approved townships with 977 erven were captured;

An amount of 18 605 properties were spatially corrected,

including new SG approved subdivisions/ consolidations, status

changes, geometry fixes or linages, and the creation of remainder

of  townships; A total of 162 street centre lines were updated

which consists of 85 from Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

and 77 from Joburg Roads; A total of 12 601 deeds records

with 71 mismatches, only 1 record are still outstanding.

The resolved rate is currently 99%

Zoning Section:
The number of township names allocated in the first quarter is

32; There are 9 Proposed Township captured; There are 260

rezoning captured on this quarter, which comprises of 306

erven; The number of new township zoning captured is 17,

which comprises of 520 erven; There is 1 301 amendment

schemes scanned, 1 154 of these amendment schemes were

earmarked as part of 90-day ED: DP&UM scorecard.

Street Address section:
A total of 19 new SG approved general plans were received.

1 260 new street addresses were spatially captured.

A total of 191 subdivision consolidations, proposed townships

applications were commented on.

Public Information section:
A number of 3 805 clients were attend to at the public

information section. The types of requests attended to were

stand, street address and zoning information, A4 & A3 size

locality prints, cadastral and contour maps, general plans and

surveyor general diagrams and aerial photography prints.

Fax service section:
There are 385 subscribed clients with 1 803 requests attended

to from July - September 2011.

License applications:
A total of 334 license applications were attended to from July

- September 2011 of which 93 were for health licenses,

85 were for Liquor licenses and 156 were for trade license.

The zoning information is attached to each application and sent

to the land use management to begin the approval process.

Projects section:
A total of 99 requests were attended to from July - September

2011 of which 25 were internal requests and 74 external

requests.  During this period 46 new clients utilized the services

at the projects section.

Website training:
A total of 52 clients were training on how to best utilize the

online maps website of which 20 were external clients.

Scheduled website training dates: (09h00 - 12h00)

11 and 18 November 2011 ,

21 January 2012, 4 and 18 February 2012

Please note these dates are subject to change. Booking is

essential. To book contact Lesley Adams at 011 407-6203 or

email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Online Maps website:
Between July and September 2011 a total number of 851 355

internal hits were experience on “City maps” website via Jozinet

with an average of 283 785 hits per month.

The external site via eservices experienced a total of 446 696

hits with and an average of 148 899 hits per month.

(www.eservices.joburg.org.za)

There are 492 active users and 1 443 inactive users for the

external website with a total of 1 935 external users.

Top 5 external themes Top 5 internal themes
1. Property (Free website) Property (Subscription website)

2. Property (Subscription website) Property (Free website)

3. Zoning (Subscription website) Zoning (Subscription website)

4. Transportation (Free website) Planning (Free website)

5. Innercity (Free website) Transportation (Subscription website)



Since 1997 the Cities Revealed aerial photographs have been
updated by Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS). The first set of
aerial photographs was supplied by Geo-information Group
U.K.

Three years later, Joburg 2000 orthophoto imagery was supplied
by Emoyeni Survey Company. In 2003 CGIS acquired a new
dataset which was generated by AOC Geomatics. In 2006
Airborne Laser Solutions generated a new dataset using LIDAR
(Light detection and ranging laser). In 2009 the aerial
photography was flown by Southern Mapping Company also
using LIDAR.

All five sets of the aerial photography have been used extensively
in the Geographical Information System (GIS) environment by
various departments and Municipal Owned Entities (MOE).
It can be viewed by all Council staff on the Online Maps website

via Jozinet and by external users such as ratepayers and property
related companies via eservices.joburg.org.za. Significant land
use changes, developments and new informal settlements have
taken place since 2009.

An updated aerial photography dataset reflecting these changes
are required for 2012. The new aerial photographs will add
value to the corporate database, increasing client satisfaction
and CGIS marketability. By using the latest available imagery
to assist in future planning of the City, it also supports the City
of Johannesburg's vision to become a world-class city.
Furthermore, the new aerial photography can be compared
with the old photographs (1997 / 2000 / 2003 / 2006 and
2009) to investigate where changes have taken place (e.g.
informal settlements) and the extent of the change.

The Soweto Farms Project was initiated by the Spatial Information
Section and commenced during the 2010/2011financial year
with completion of project during the 2011/2012 financial year.
This project only concentrates on farms covered by the Soweto
townships.

The purpose of the Soweto Farms Project is to have all the
properties lineage (history of a property) in place, the remaining
extents (RE) of farm portions captured as well as all the empty
gaps filled.

One of the City of Johannesburg (COJ) new business rules is
that the lineage of a property must be retained. Most of the
Soweto Townships do not have parent properties and therefore
the new business rule could not be adhered to. This project
was created to correct the missing farm portions that form
parents for various Soweto townships and fix the lineage.

The challenges that are faced with this project are that the farm
portions are dated as far back as the early 1800's. In these
cases the section has to divert to geo-referencing due to no

Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) is engaged in ongoing efforts
to improve customer service.

The survey results give us baseline information to gauge how
well we are working with our clients.

In total 102 questionnaires were returned and ranged from
Municipal Owned entities, internal departments and external
clients.

1 - Poor (0% - 29%)
2 - Below average (30% - 49%)
3 - Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 - Good (70% - 89%)
5 - Excellent (90% - 100%)

Overall customer service - 79.53%

The next survey will be distributed during the months of
November/December 2011.



Diepkloof Ext was until recently one of the many townships in
Soweto where no street names were ever approved, but this
has changed after our previous Executive Mayor, Amos Masondo,
identified the lack of street names as one of the factors hampering
service delivery in the City.

The naming of unnamed streets in the regions throughout the
City is now one of our core priorities. Region D identified
Diepkloof Ext as the area or township to start off with the
naming of unnamed streets. The Region and the Ward Councillor
for Ward 27 realized the importance of getting street names
approved for this township and embarked on extensive public
participation. The community within Diepkloof Ext played a vital
role in the selection of the appropriate names for their streets.
A total of 56 new street names were proposed by the community
and a report for final approval of these street names was finally
submitted to Council in February 2011.

The Corporate Geo-Informatics Directorate (CGIS) spatially
updated the newly approved street names. Street numbers were
assigned and spatially captured for each property in Diepkloof
Ext, creating a sense of belonging amongst the property owners
in Diepkloof Ext.  A total of 1 228 street addresses was captured.
 Joburg Roads Agency implemented the street names by
displaying the names on the actual street curbs. Letters were
then hand delivered by the Street Address Section of CGIS to
each household informing them of the new street numbers for
their properties.  General feedback from the community was:
“at last we have street names and street numbers”. The overall
reaction of the residents was positive.

The following institutions were also notified of the new street
names for Diepkloof Ext namely, Telkom,  the Post Office, SAPS
(South African Police Services), South African Geographical
Names Committee as well as each Municipal owned entity
within the City such as City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads,
City Parks, etc.

Are You Aware Of The New Street Address For
The Metro Centre?

Are you aware that the street address for the Metro Centre has
changed?  The street name change was approved in February
2011. The new street address for the City of Johannesburg's
Metro Centre in Braamfontein is now:

158 Civic Boulevard (this is only for the portion of Loveday
Street which is in front of the Metro Centre).

To view the street name changes go on the Online Mapping
website go to:
For internal use: Jozinet and click on “City Maps”
For external use: http://eservices.joburg.org.za and click on
“Online Maps (GIS)”

The Online maps website helpline is: 011 407-6195

coordinate systems or dimensions being available for capturing
purposes. Obtaining the Surveyor General (S.G.) diagrams for
the farm portions has proved to be a challenge as some of the
farm portions are so old. The section is working hand in hand
with the Deeds and SG Offices to reach their targets and to
ensure correct cadastral data is reflected. The S.G. diagrams are
obtained from the S.G. Office and the Deeds office information
is used to verify the existence and ownership of the farm portions.

The project manager, Wendy Eksteen has to verify that the
correct farm portions are captured and topology errors (data
clean up) are fixed. To date the Spatial Information section has
managed to capture 18 farms and 1 071 portions with 232
outstanding portions to be captured.

Below is a list of the Soweto Farms we are currently working
on:

The end result of the project should reflect all parent farm
portions in history, all erven within the townships linked to their
parent, all township remainders created, the missing RE's of
farm portions captured and all registered properties available
on the Land Information System (LIS) for the valuation and
billing purposes.

Protea Glen 306-IQ T0IQ0000306

Freehold 389-IQ T0IQ0000389
Soweto 387-IQ T0IQ0000387

Klipspruit 298-IQ T0IQ0000298

Klipspruit 318-IQ T0IQ0000318

Doornkop 239-IQ T0IQ0000239
Klipriviersoog 299-IQ T0IQ0000299
Vogelstuifontein 233-IQ T0IQ0000233

Vogelstuifontein 231-IQ T0IQ0000231

Diepkloof 319-IQ T0IQ0000319
Protea Glen 307-IQ T0IQ0000307

Maponya 452-IQ T0IQ0000452

Klipspruit 469-IQ T0IQ0000469
Dobsonville 386-IQ T0IQ0000386

Hospitaal 230-IQ T0IQ0000230
Aeroton 320-IQ T0IQ0000320

Diepkloof 687-IQ T0IQ0000687

Register 388-IQ T0IQ0000388

New street names



From 31 May to 2 June 2011, The Director Marcelle Hattingh, and staff Dinao Tjia, Kenny Baloyi and Sharon Seckle from Corporate
Geo-informatics (CGIS), attended the AfricaGEO Conference held at the Cape Town International Convention Centre (CTICC).
The conference was organized by the South African Geomatics Association with other key stakeholders such as PLATO and the
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform. The theme of the AfricaGEO 2011 was “Developing Geomatics for Africa”
with an emphasis on the need for development of Geomatics both as an industry and technology within African context. One
would not be surprised by admission that the conference offered an excellent platform where ideas and solutions were shared
and the latest development showcased in a spirit of information sharing, contributing to resolving the millennium challenges faced
by Africa countries and world at large. This prestigious event drew more than 512 delegates consisting of top decision makers
from government and private sector, academics, vendors, policy makers, representatives of various national and international
organisations from 24 countries, 170 exhibitors and 75 papers for presentation.

To put the conference into perspective, Mr. Gavin Lloyd, the outgoing President of SAGI and Mr. Mmuso Riba, the Chief Surveyor-
General of the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform both welcomed delegates and highlighted the key challenges
faced by the Geomatics industry in South Africa and Africa at large. Insecurity of tenure was highlighted as one of the high risk
factors for investors, limiting development.

In the mist of the top international speakers who offered keynote addresses for debate were: the former President of the International
Federation of Surveyors (FIG), Prof. Stig Enemark expanded on land management paradigm and spatially enabled land administration
; Dr. Clarissa Augustinus from UN-HABITAT shared ideas on the pro-poor tools developed by the Global Land Tool Network and
how these tools are necessary to implement innovative pro-poor land policies; the President of International Cartographic Association,
Prof. William Cartwright examined how current informal mapping systems could  compliment professional surveying and mapping
programmes; Prof. Orhan Altan who spoke on paradigm shift in photogrammetric map making; while ESRI's Brent Jones focused
on GIS and the need to leverage GIS data to ensure sustainable development in South Africa. Apart from keynote addresses which
were delivered by international speakers, delegates were spoiled for choice with parallel sessions covering geo-information science,
land development and management, disaster management, land tenure streams, surveying and remote sensing.

A concept of volunteered geographic information (VGI), where communities are allowed to make inputs on things like street
names, street addresses etc. This kind of information has to be verified before it can be published, this is the same concept as in
the Wikipedia.

The conference was an eye opener for us, as we managed to get to know what other GIS users are doing (issues and solutions),
trends in GIS and networking with other GIS professionals.  On day two of the conference, we attended a gala dinner at Moyo's
at Stellenbosch.  It was well organized, well attended and we had a great time there.

Pre-conference - Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI)

The CGIS team were fortunate to be invited to attend the pre-conference that was held on 30th May 2011.  Marcelle Hattingh
presented a paper titled “Towards a single metropolitan address data set” at the pre-conference.  During the pre-conference we
had the opportunity to interact with delegates from Denmark, Botswana and Ghana. The presentation that stood out for us was
the addressing system currently in use in Denmark. It was amazing to see that the challenges that they encountered are the same
as the challenges we are experiencing with our address system. The Danish address system did not only make service delivery and
saving lives a breeze in Denmark, but also contributed in millions of euros being saved by the Danish government.

Conference pictures far right: Dinao Tjia, Sharon Seckle and Kenny Baloyi



The largest geographical information systems (GIS) conference, took place from 11 - 15 July 2011 at the San Diego Convention
Centre, California. This event brought over 15000 people from 126 countries representing various disciplines such as local
government, education, mining, media, defence and many more. Around 1/3 of people were from outside the USA and 1/3 were
first time visitors.  We were part of the first time visitors!

The vision of this year's Esri international user conference (Esri UC) was “GIS - understanding our world”.  The world is changing
rapidly with challenges such as climate changes, population, urbanisation and poverty, land use and security.  These rapid changes
are caused by humans and therefore understanding is about knowing. This year's theme suggests the need to approach these
challenges differently. There is a need for collective intelligence and understanding (knowing, enabling one to predict, to explain
and have meaning) to deal with these challenges.

GIS extends our minds and is co-evolving with different technology. A new pattern is emerging - making GIS accessible to everyone,
everywhere and on every device by bringing authoritative source information through servers, desktop, web and mobile devices.

The Esri UC covers GIS from the perspective of Esri's software and approach and  featured 4 and half days of more than 600
GIS user presentation sessions, 300 exhibitors, 275 technical workshops which focus on Esri products, 100 special interest, regional
user group meetings, and 600 map posters and special displays. This user to user communication opportunities are essential for
learning about real-life GIS experiences, best practices, and tips and tricks and whats new within ARCGIS 10.

The various technical workshops were held at the same time per day and we each focused on our sphere of work within Corporate
Geo-Informatics.

Lesley Adams - Mapping and visualisation, local government and customer focus
Deena Naidoo - Imagery and urban decay
Paulo De Jesus - Mobile GIS and website

It is an amazing event and we got to realise that we are part of something global, something quite exciting that can help make
the world a better place!

The nature of the conference is fascinating and a wealth of information. It gives one a sense that everyone using GIS is contributing
to knowledge about our planet, about the Earth and making a positive impact on its resources and people. It is an incredible
learning and networking experience and we thank everyone who approved our attendance to the conference.

Deena Naidoo Lesley Adams Paulo de Jesus



The annual “Map Your World” event which targets the
Geography teachers and learners was held at the University of
Johannesburg's (UJ), computer laboratory on 6 and 7 September
2011.

Approximately 700 pupils from 14 Gauteng secondary schools
(Grades 10 - 12) participated in this learning experience which
was hosted by the directorate Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)
of the City of Johannesburg together with the Department of
Information and Knowledge Management of UJ, Esri South
Africa and the Geo-Information Society of South Africa (GISSA).

The computer laboratory experience was facilitated by Robyn
Kindler from Esri South Africa who explained how to use GIS
as a decision making tool. The learners were taken through the
basics of GIS data and understanding the difference between
vector and raster data.  The objective was to establish a suitable
venue for a new canteen on the university campus by using an
aerial imagery of UJ, changing the symbols, labeling the aerial
imagery and creating buffer zones.

The teachers and learners enjoyed the hands on experience and
saw how GIS can be used to provide answers to various types
of problems or decisions.

Learners experiencing GIS

CGIS Staff - 6 September 2011 CGIS Staff - 7 September 2011

Computer lab assistance




